
Briefing: After failing to capture the Blutstrum 
agents, the Reich has turned to an alternative 
method. They now seek to block her transference 
to the Infernal Realms, thereby trapping her on 
our planet. However, if they do manage to block 
her transference, they will also have a method 
to transport something from the realms to our 
planet. The Union must stop their research, de-
spite the power of the Blutsturm’s vanishing act.

Game Board: Ksiaz Castle First Floor

Difficulty: Hard

Game Mode: Story Mode

Necessary Materials: Tannhäuser Board Game

Setup: Roll for deployment as usual. The Union 
will get the first turn, as they crash into the 
castle. The Reich may only field one Blutsturm 
agent. An additional 7 crates will be placed on 
the board. They will be placed on one secondary 
objective, two primary objectives, and all green 
stat spaces. The game lasts for 10 turns.

Special Rules: At the end of every turn, the 
Union player may make an attack roll against any 
Reich figure, except Heïzinger. This attack con-
sists of four dice, using the model’s mental stat as 
the success point. All shock rolls are made with 
the model’s mental stat. Any unsaved rolls reduce 
the movement of the model hit by two.  

Every crate opened by the Reich reduces the num-
ber of dice the Union roll by one. The Reich places 
no objectives. The Union may open any crates.

Reich Objective: The Reich must assemble the 
components to create the Transference Inhibitor. 
They must open as many crates as possible. Each 
crate opened is worth 2 victory points.

Reich Advantage: The Reich may spend more 
than one victory point to increase speed a turn.

Union Objective: The Union must stop the 
creation of the Transference Inhibitor. For every 
objective completed, the Union may flip one crate 
token back over in addition to gaining victory 
points.

Union Advantage: The Union may sacrifice one 
model’s activation to make an additional special 
rule attack.

Victory Conditions: The Reich score a major 
win if they have turned over five crate tokens at 
the end of the game.
The Reich score a minor victory if the have 
turned over three crate tokens and have killed 
both enemy troopers.

The Union score a major win if they eliminate all 
enemy models.
The Union score a minor victory if they can turn 
back over two crate tokens, and eliminate both 
Reich troopers.

OPERATION: Separation Anxieties


